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Chapter 96 : Meeting (2) 

"Miss Ember, I'm discussing a confidential information with the patriarch. How 
do you expect me to announce it to everyone?" Das asked while trying his 
control his anger to not spank her butt. 

"Haha… stop talking nonsense. These are all the supporters of the Reddy 
family. They deserve to know about it as the also wish for welfare and well-
being of Reddy family." Ember said loudly so that she can gather major 
support from guests. 

"My dear daughter-in-law, it is a crucial information related to tomorrow's 
peace meeting… we can't rule out the danger of spies. That's why we are not 
announcing this information." The patriarch explained trying to calm her down 
as Das is feeling annoyed with her brainless behaviour. 

"Father-in-law, then why are you trusting him?... maybe he also a spy sent by 
Shetty family!?" Ember cried out while pointing a finger at Das. 

"Miss Ember, if the patriarch thinks I'm a spy… I will leave this villa without 
another word." Das replied as she is blaming him with a threatening finger. 

Ember looked at the patriarch for his answer. She expected that the patriarch 
will support her as she is an important member of his family. But the patriarch 
completely ignored her and stood up to announce something as the topic is 
going somewhere because of the Ember's intervention. 

"Everyone, the meeting is over. Please have dinner before leaving." Michael 
announced before sitting back. But his announcement made Ember more 
irritated. 

"Father-in-law, why are not announcing our standing tomorrow. All these 
people came to know about that information." Ember asked loudly as she 
stood up in a protest. 

loudly as she stood up in a protest. 



The patriarch held his forehead with indignation. The old man understood the 
patriarch's burden… so, he stood up slowly to say something for all the 
guests. 

"Everybody, the Shetty family is not going offer peace tomorrow. The blood 
duel is inevitable. So, prepare for war." The old man announced in a moderate 
tone while gesturing everyone to leave the meeting hall. 

After listening to the old man, everyone immediately left without saying 
another word. The patriarch, old man and patriarch's son and daughter stayed 
back. Also, Ember moved closer to the patriarch table as she also want to 

hear this confidential information. n-/O𝒱𝑒𝑙𝑩In 

"Richard, take Ember for a walk… spend some time with her." The patriarch 
ordered his son as he is not feeling good with the Ember's presence. 

Richard stood up without saying another word. He waited for Ember without 
asking her out. Even though the engagement is already happened between 
Ember and Richard, Ember never allowed Richard to touch her finger. That is 
why he is feeling moody around Ember. 

"Father-in-law, I'm also part of this family. Let me here what this poor fellow is 
whispering." Ember made a request ignoring Richard who still stood beside 
her with an empty hand. As she insisted to stay, the patriarch allowed her with 
an annoyed face. 

"Now tell me Das, who gave seven thousand crores ($850M) for the Shetty 
family? Is he a powerful person?" The patriarch asked with an eager look. 

"A young man named Jethin from the Verma family gave that money to the 
Shetty family. Not only money, he supplied strong fighters and connections 
with the top-level fighter organisations." Das replied while drinking a glass of 
water. 

"The Verma family is a strong force in Delhi, they mainly control the brothel 
business. I never thought they want to snatch the business in Mumbai." The 
old man commented with an angry face. 

"Das, even if he supports the Shetty family, they lost their family members… I 
still think that they will offer peace." The patriarch replied with a moment of 
thought. 



"Patriarch, think about the money matters. The Shetty family lost seven 
thousand crores, if they backdown now, they need to return that money to the 
Verma family." 

"Do you think the Verma family will ask for money… no, they will grab the 
black-market business from Shetty family. So, the Shetty family did not have 
the option of backing down." 

"More than that, till now they did not spend a single coin from their pocket." 
Das explained calmly ignoring the scrutinising gaze of Ember. 

"Das, how do you know all this information? Are you spying on Shetty family?" 

Ember asked without giving the patriarch a chance to discuss things 
peacefully. 

"Patriarch, I already said what I know… It is your choice to believe it or not. 
Now, if you please excuse me, I need to go for my work." Das said as he 
stood up to leave. The old man immediately stooped Das from leaving. 

"Das, don't take her words seriously. She is still a child… Luna, take Das for 
dinner." The old man asked Luna to take care of Das as he is feeling annoyed 
with the constant poking of Ember. Luna immediately stood up and dragged 
Das towards the kitchen. 

Ember felt like she was completely ignored. With an angry look she looked at 
Richard who is seriously checking his phone with out caring about Ember's 
feelings. 

She immediately stood up and left outside with an angry face. The patriarch 
patted Richard to follow her. 

"Michael, what do you think of this matter? Should we do something?" The old 
man asked the patriarch to know his opinion. 

"Father, I don't know how to deal with this matter. But the truth will be 
revealed tomorrow." The patriarch said with a serious face. 

"Michael, don't worry. If the Shetty family still challenge us for a blood duel… I 
will personally visit the Verma family in Delhi to solve this issue." The old man 
said to give a moral support for the patriarch. 



After coming out of the meeting hall, Luna directly took Das to her room and 
she personally went to kitchen to bring nice food for Das. 

Das received a phone call from Ria, seventh sister of the brothel chain. Das 
picked up the call instantly with a happy smile. 

Note: Thank you for reading... I want to make the bonus chapter a little 
special... so wait for tomorrow... Don't forget to add comments and power 
stones... 
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Chapter 97 : Ria's request 

"Hello Das, where are you?" Ria asked from the other side of the call. 

"Why do you ask…? Are you missing me?" Das questioned in a playful voice. 

"Stop sweet talking. It's an important matter. So, tell me where are you now?" 
Ria asked again. 

"Hmmhh… I'm at Reddy family villa. what is that important matter?" Das 
asked as he sat on the sofa inside Luna's bed room. 

"Can we meet tomorrow…?" Ria asked hesitatingly. 

"Nah… tomorrow I need to attend the peace meeting between Reddy family 
and Shetty family. So, tell me what's the matter?" Das asked trying to guess 
her reason for calling. 

"Do you have any other works on day after tomorrow…?" Ria asked again in a 
dull voice. 

"First tell me the issue? Do you need any help?" Das asked in an assuring 
tone. 

"Day after tomorrow, I'm going to New Delhi (Capital city) for attending an 
auction. Can you accompany me… I'm going alone." Ria asked requestingly 
with a sweet tone. 

Das took a long time think about her request. He needs to think about the 
baby and Stella's safety as he won't be available in case of emergency . 



"When will we return?" Das asked after a moment of thought. 

"It's just a one day and one night trip. If we catch the early morning flight… we 
can return by next day evening." Ria explained hurriedly as she is expecting a 
positive response from Das. 

"It's ok then… I will come with you." Das replied with a happy smile. Ria 
helped him, a lot of times… she is also the person who is sending the breast 
milk for baby. Das can't reject her request as she asked for his help for the 
first time. 

"Haha… thank you… thank you so much." Ria said with a happy giggling. 

"Ok… then, send me the boarding details… we will meet at the airport." Das 
said before disconnecting the call. 

'Hey… hello…' Ria tried to talk for some more time. But disconnected the line. 

"Who are you talking with…?" Luna asked as she entered inside the room 
with a food plate. n-/O𝒱𝑒𝑙𝑩In 

"Ohh… she is… Ria. She is my girlfriend." Das replied with a playful smile to 
see Luna's reaction. 

"What…? When did you have a girlfriend?... Is she beautiful?" Luna asked a 
series of questions with a serious look. Instead of answering her questions, 
Das stared at her face with a playful smile. 

"Yeah… she is super cute." Das said with a sly smile as he took the food plate 
from her hands. But suddenly Luna pulled the plate from his hands and placed 
it away from him. 

"What are you doing...?" Das asked with a surprising look. Luna started 
sobbing without answering his question. Das stood up in a flash after listening 
to her loud wailing. 

"Stop… stop. Why are you crying?" Das asked as he held her hands. But 
Luna continued her sobbing. 

"Tell me, why are you crying…? If you don't tell me I will leave now." Das said 
as he moved away from her in a threatening action. Luna directly hugged him 
tightly without letting him leave her room. 



"Let me go… I won't stay if you cry like this." Das said trying to push her away. 
But Luna continued her sobbing. 

As Luna is still glued to his body, Das moved from sofa and directly fell on the 
round bed. With a soft cry, Luna also fell on top of him. Instead of arguing with 
this sobbing beauty, Das hugged her more tightly as he rested his face on her 
petite mounds. 

"Ahha…aha… leave me… leave me." Luna cried out while trying to move 
away from him. Das directly lifted his head and kissed her on the lips as she 
making more noise. 

Mmm…mm… Luna tried to get away from Das. But the large size palm of the 
Das right hand held her small head steadily without letting her move. 

Slowly, Luna started kissing him in return. But, Das abruptly stopped kissing 
her and looked at her sobbing face with sweet smile. Luna immediately hid 
her face in his embrace like a small kitten. 

"Stop looking like that..." Luna murmured while covering her face against his 
broad chest. 

"Haha… now tell me… why are you sobbing like a cry baby?" Das asked 
while rubbing her head in a loveable gesture. 

"Are you forgetting that we had a close relationship. You even kissed me 
several times." Luna replied in an aggrieved tone. Das fell in a deep thought 
after listening to her reply. He forgot that, in the last few months, he developed 
relationships with several girls. 

He became a complete playboy without thinking about the true love. Das felt a 
big headache while thinking about all the girls he had in his life. 

"Luna, Sheela, Ria, Amy and also Maria…" he had a close relationship with 
almost all these girls. 

"Am I using these people for my pleasure…?" Das thought for a long time 
about this issue while Luna stayed in his embrace calmly. 

"Luna, I'm sorry to say this… I think I had relationships with few more girls. I'm 
really sorry… I shouldn't have forced you in this situation." Das said in a dull 
tone while trying to tell her the actual truth. 



He don't want to hide the truth and take advantage of this sweet girl like a 
moron. He moved away from her as it is not proper to behave like this after 
saying that he had relations with other girls. 

"What are you doing?" Luna asked with an annoyed expression as Das 
moved away from her. 

"Aren't you angry at me? It's like I cheated on you with other girls…" Das 
asked in a confused look as Luna is behaving oddly. 

"Stop moving… Luna pulled him back and kissed his lips. As he laid on the 
bed without any resistance… Luna slept on top of his body while continuing to 
kiss him. Das did not resist her attack... he let her do whatever she want. 

Note: There is a big action scenes are loading up from Delhi city and also 
interesting auction scenario. So, stay tuned and remember the girl named 
Natalia. This is beauty is ready for some action. 

 Chapter 98 : Spy Camera 

As Das tried to move away from Luna, she pulled him hardly and directly 
kissed his lips. 

"Das, I already expected that you will have private relations with other girls as 
you are working in a brothel house. So, stop blaming yourself. I'm not worried 
about cheating." 

"What I want to know is -are you loving me sincerely. I don't care even if you 
sleep with a prostitute… but you should only love me." Luna replied while 
holding his cheeks like sweet wife. 

But the tragedy is the chief minister daughter, Ember who had a big grudge 
against Luna is watching all this erotic drama through the small camera which 
is placed secretly in Luna's room. 

"Hey, stop… stop… its painful." Luna cried out as Das pinched her nipples 
while slurping on her petite tongue. 

"Sorry, it happened unintentionally." Das replied hurriedly as he pulled back 
his hands from her t-shirt. 



"It's ok…" Luna said with a sweet smile while moving her hands on the new 
packs on his stomach. 

"By the way you did not answer my question? What happened to your eyes? 
And when did you get this body?" Luna asked, rubbing his chest in a playful 
manner. 

"I just started training my body and as for the eyes… it's a secret." Das said as 
he pulled Luna closely. 

"Keep your secrets safely… But I liked the previous Das who looked like a 
normal college student." Luna said while moving her hands inside his pants. 
She started rubbing his little brother. 

"You will face the consequences… if you play with him." Das said with sly 
smile. She immediately pulled back her hands in a retreat. 

"Wait… for a bit. I will bring fresh food." Luna said before leaving the room in a 
flash. 

"Haha…" 

Luna heard the sound of loud laughing from behind. Ember, who is watching 
this entire scene through a secret camera, felt jealous. Even though she was 
engaged to Richard, she never had this type of intimate romance. 

But Luna is enjoying sweet romance in her own room without worrying about 
outsiders. 

"Hmmhh… I will have my day where these two puppies will lick my foot." 
Ember muttered while looking her mobile screen which is displaying the scene 
of Luna feeding Das with her own hands. 

Finally, at night nine o'clock, Das reached his villa at the film city. With two big 
grocery bags, Das entered inside. After playing with the baby for a long time, 
Das stood up leave for his room. 

Strangely, the baby is feeling more comfortable in his hands. She even cried 
when Stella tried to take the baby from his hands. 



After the baby fell asleep, Das gave the baby to Stella and decided to sleep 
early as he need to attend the peace meeting tomorrow morning at nine 
o'clock. 

Ahh… ahh… Stella coughed slightly in a gesturing manner. 

"What…?" Das asked as he stood at the bed room door. Stella made hand 
gesture while trying to ask him about his eyes. 

"I will tell you… if you reveal your secrets." Das replied with a sly smile. Stella 
immediately walked inside her room and shut the door with a loud thud. Das 
also closed the room door and slept soundly after taking a shower. 

Within one hour, his sleep was disturbed with a loud knocking from the door. 

"What happened…?" Das asked with a sleepy face. Stella pointed the baby 
who is crying with a loud noise. Usually, the baby won't cry… but today she is 
crying loudly with snot all around her nose. 

Das immediately took the baby from Stella. Strangely, the baby stopped 
crying in an instant. She happily smiled while touching his face with her tiny 
hands. Das touched her forehead to check the temperature. 

"Did you feed her well?" Das asked after finding that the baby's condition is 
stable. Stella nodded her head. 

"It's ok… take the baby, Das pass on the baby to Stella. But the baby started 
crying again as she held his shirt tightly with her small hands. n-/O𝒱𝑒𝑙𝑩In 

"Leave it… I think she liked me more now.... tonight, I will handle the baby." 
Das said while closing the room door. But Stella stood in the same spot 
without moving. 

"What happened…?" Das asked with a questioning look. Stella took out her 
mobile, typed a long text and showed it to Das. 

"Are you sure?" Das asked with dumbfounded face as Stella requested to stay 
in the same room with Das. She is insisting because she don't want to leave 
the baby. 

"Your wish… but keep in mind that I'm not a good person." Das replied with a 
playful laughter. 



Stella gave loud smirk after hearing his words and walked inside his room. 
She directly slept on Das bed without any fear. Das ignored her and turned his 
focus onto the baby. 

"Hey… why are not sleeping…" Das asked in a funny tone as the baby is 
playing with his face. 

"You became more rowdy now a days. Stop pulling my hair." Das cried out 
amusingly. 

"By the way what should I call you?... I think your mommy forgot put a name 
for you. Don't worry, I will find a nice name for you." Das said as the baby is 
falling asleep on his shoulders. Das continued to talk nonstop for a long 
before deciding to sleep. 

Stella is already snoring on the bed. Das also laid on the other side while 
placing the sleeping baby on his stomach. He placed the pillows all around the 
baby before sleeping comfortably. 

Das looked at the peaceful face of Stella before closing his eyes. He kept one 
hand onto the baby's side as she is sleeping comfortably on his stomach in an 
overlay position. 

New Delhi, inside a big luxurious bungalow, two middle aged men sat 
opposite to each other while their subordinates stood on their back side. 

"How is it Reynar (the head of the Zebra organisation), is everything ready for 
the auction?" The person who sat opposite to Reynar, asked him with a 
questioning look. 

"You don't need to worry about it… My daughter Natalia is looking over all the 
arrangements." Reynar replied respectfully in a humble manner. 

Note: Thank you for reading... The bonus chapter will be released tomorrow. 
So, wait for bit. Thank you everyone for adding power stones and comments. 
It means a lot. 

Chapter 99 : Determination 

"This is auction is pride of our both organisations… so I'm also taking extra 
care for it." Reynar replied with a respectful tone. The auction which Ria 



invited Das to attend is conducted by the partnership of Zebra organisation 
and Shadow organisation. 

That is why the head of the Shadow organisation came to meet Reynar to ask 
him about the arrangements and preparation. 

"It's ok Reynar… my Shadow organisation first time collaborated with you 
guys. I'm expecting good results and big profit. Don't disappoint me in this 
matter." The person who covered his face fully with a black mask said before 

leaving the bungalow. n--0𝑣𝗲𝗅𝐁In 

"Father, how can you obey his commands?... He is literally ordering you 
around!..." Natalia, the girl who is after Das ghost card, said in a complaining 
tone. 

"Nat, don't worry about him. The shadow organisation had a backer with ghost 
card and we are receiving a large number of important supplies from their 
organisation. So, he has every right to order us around." Reynar explained in 
a consoling manner. 

"Father, we are paying three times extra for those supplements. There is no 
need for us to bow down before him." Natalia exclaimed annoyingly. She did 
not like her father bowing down to others. 

"Nat, we are working in the criminal society, it is common for us to bow before 
the strong. For the survival and development of our family you need to do 
many things in future which you don't like." 

"At one time, my father kneeled down before a ghost card holder for a getting 
a valuable medicine to save my life. I will also do the same if its for the family." 
Reynar explained her in a lecturing tone. 

He is not angry at her daughter… but he got disappointed that his daughter is 
still thinking about pride. 

"Sorry father, I shouldn't have talked like that." Natalia said in a depressing 
tone. 

"It's ok… What happened in Mumbai? Did you meet that person?" Reynar 
asked eagerly while looking at his daughter. 



"No father. That person has a very fool proof background. As he did not like 
spying… I enquired through other channels. He grow up in that city since 
childhood… even after three days of intense searching I did not find a single 
clue about his true background." Natalia explained annoyingly while thinking 
about Das. 

"Nat, are you sure that he had a ghost card?... I think your brother made a 
mistake." Reynar asked with a doubtful look as he can't imagine ghost card in 
the hands of a teenager without any hidden background. 

"Father, I'm hundred percent sure that, he had a ghost card… I personally 
checked the transaction details at the Black Sheds in Mumbai port area." 
Natalia replied assuringly. 

"Then what should we do now…? Is there any way to befriend him?" Reynar 
asked with a worried face. 

"After completing this auction, I will personally meet him and ask for his co-
operation." Natalia replied with a thoughtful look. 

"Nat, I don't know what you do, but make sure to find a way to co-operate with 
this person. If you succeed in this, we don't need to bow before Shadow 
organisation and also, we can save a billions of money." Reynar said ardently 
while looking at his daughter's eyes. 

After seeing his father's emotion, Natalia determined to do anything for getting 
a co-operation with Das. 

Mumbai, Film city, inside a luxurious villa… 

Das just woke up to the sound of baby laughing. The clock is still ticking at five 
o'clock and it's still dark outside. 

Das activated his vision to see in the pitch-dark bed room. The baby is still 
trying to get down from his stomach. Das got dumbfounded after activating his 
vision. Not because of the baby… Stella is hugging his neck while sleeping 
with a loud snoring. 

Her face is just a breath away from Das. Das tried to remove her hands from 
his neck… But she hugged him more tightly in that super sleep mode. 



After ten minutes of intense struggle, Das successfully got away from Stella's 
embrace. He picked up the milk bottle on the table and started feeding the 
baby. While feeding the baby, Das thought of what will happen in today's 
peace meeting. 

"I really want to see the face of the Shetty family patriarch after placing a 
twenty thousand crores bet. He will definitely regret his life." Das muttered 
slowly as he thought of the peace meeting. 

"Oy… drink slowly, no one is going to snatch your food." Das uttered in a 
funny tone as the baby is munching on the milk cap with a loud noise. 

'Hehe…' the baby started giggling as he touched her nose. Slowly, the 
morning sun started lightening up his window and Stella took the baby into her 
hands as Das need to go for training. 

"Wait… let me handle the baby. I'm not going for training today." Das said as 
he opened both arms for the baby. 

But before Stella decided on that, Das iPhone started ringing like a chicken. 
Stella laughed at him and took the baby for morning routine. 

"Why would anyone call me in this time…?" With a doubtful face, Das picked 
up the call from an unknown number. 

"Hello… who is this?" Das asked impatiently. 

"It's me." 

With that one word Das understood who is calling. A wide grin appeared on 
his face. The person who called is the head of the Patel family… Maria. 

"Where are you? Are you safe now?" Das questioned in a caring tone. 

"I'm safe now and everything is alright." Maria replied with a sweet smile. 

"Then why did you call me? Anything important?" Das asked back. 

"Nothing. Are you free now?" Maria asked in a nervous tone. 

"I'm always free for you." Das replied without considering the important peace 
meeting at Abdullah house. 



"I'm in Taj palace now. Do you have time to come here?" Maria asked 
doubtfully in a stuttering tone. 

Note: Get ready for shaka-laka-boom-boom, Just kidding... there will be a 
bonus chapter tonight aside from the regular chapter. Thank you for reading... 

 Chapter 100 : Maria's Invitation 
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Maria is feeling nervous to talk with him like a teenager in love. Even though 
she is thirty three years old women and had a teenage daughter, she is 
feeling more shy to talk with him.  Das laughed at her stuttering tone as she 
used to behave like a cold, aloof family head. 

"If you say that you miss me… I will definitely come. Otherwise, forget about 
it." Das said in a playful manner with a sweet laughter. 

"I can only stay here for one hour… it's your loss, if you don't come here fast." 
Maria directly disconnected the call after giving that prompt. 

"This brat is treating me like his little lover." Maria muttered with a sweet smile. 

One single night of romance made her fall in love with him. Even though it all 
happened due to the happy drug… she really felt close to Das after that 
intense struggle. If not for Das, she could have become a puppet in the hands 
of the Shetty family. 

Das did not forced her that night… she accept him whole heartedly. Das put a 
full stop to her thirteen years of abandoned solo life which she sacrificed for 
the Patel family. With a exited heart she waited for Das eagerly. 

After hearing that she only stay for one hour… Das got ready in ten minutes 
and left the villa in a flash. The Enfield raced on the busy roads of Mumbai 
and within twenty minutes, Das reached the Taj hotel. 



Maria already messaged him about the room number… so, he directly took 
the elevator and knocked on her room door. In a flash, Maria pulled him inside 
and bolted the room door. 

Hey… Das cried out as she pulled him directly. 

"Did anybody followed here?" Maria asked ignoring his cries. 

"No… why would I bring anyone." Das replied with a confusing look. 

"That's good then… tell me how is the situation out there? Did anyone 
doubted you?" Maria questioned while mentioning about the massacre at 
Shetty family training centre. 

"Nah… everything is alright. But, Why are you here? Didn't you say that you 
won't see me until one week?" Das questioned while sitting on the soft bed. 

"Are you sad that I returned earlier than one week?" Maria questioned with 
her arms crossed around her chest. 

"No, I'm really happy to see you. But I'm worried about you safety." Das said 
with a sweet smile. 

"Don't worry. My family got a backer now. Because of their help, I arranged 
things pretty fast. I also sent my daughter and important family members to a 
safe spot." Maria replied while passing a water glass to Das. 

"That's cool… then why did you call me?" Das asked as he placed the water 
glass on the table. 

"Nothing… I just want to say that you don't need to worry about that massacre 
incident. The Shetty family won't find your involvement in this." Maria 
answered as she turned away from Das. 

"Maria, stop joking. Do you think I'm afraid of Shetty family? Tell me the actual 
reason for calling me." Das asked trying to probe her motive. But Maria did not 
gave a reply to his question. She stayed silent while facing the mirror. Das 
stood up and walked near Maria. 

"Why are you silent?" Das questioned as he turned her towards him by 
holding her shoulder. 



Surprisingly Maria is crying silently with her head down… her entire face 
became wet because of the stream of tears. 

"Why are you crying? Did anything happened?" Das asked caringly while 
holding her chin. But Maria resisted to lift her head and see into his eyes. 

"Why all these girls are crying without saying anything." Das thought while 
thinking about Luna's sobbing. 

"Mhm….I'm sorry… I shouldn't have called for you." Maria said in a sobbing 
voice. 

"Stop crying… I can't understand what you are saying." Das shouted loudly. 

"I'm sorry." Maria said loudly without stopping her tears. 

"Why are you saying sorry…" Das asked again with a confused face. 

"I'm sorry for wasting your time… please leave now. I can't control myself." 
Maria said in a aggrieved tone and moved away from Das. 

Das took a long time to understand her odd behaviour. He immediately pulled 
her back and hugged her tightly. 

"I'm sorry… I should done this earlier." Das said while hugging her whole 
heartedly. 

"Leave me… we should not do this." Maria side, trying to get away from him. 

"We already done everything and we did it with love and passion. Don't try to 
hide your feelings." Das said without letting her leave his embrace. 

"No, it was an accident. You will suffer if we continue this. I also had a grown 
up daughter." Maria said with loud wailing noise. 

"Ohh… so that's what you are afraid off. Maria, stop crying. I don't care about 
age or back ground. It's ok even if you had a daughter or family to take care. I 
already fell in love with you." Das said emotionally while caressing her 
beautiful face. 

After listening to his loveable words, the block in Maria's heart melted and she 
stopped her wailing with tight hug. She understood that the feelings are 
mutual. 



"Why are you silent… if you really want me to leave… I will leave without 
saying another word." Das said while kissing her on the fore head. Instead of 
replying she moved her hands and slowly unbuttoned his shirt with a teary 
face. 

"What are you doing?" Das tried to hold her hands. But she gave a deep look 
into his eyes and continued to remove his shirt button. 

After taking off his under shirt… she moved fingers onto the bite marks she 
made 'that' night. Most of the bite marks already disappeared from his body 
because of the transformation from the Aries spirit. 

She caressed the deep bite left on the top of his shoulder. 

"I'm sorry. I made you suffer." Maria said in a depressing tone with moist eyes. 

"I won't mind if you add few more bites." Das said in a playful tone as he 
leaned down to kiss her lips. 

Note: Next chapter is R18+ so prepare for some bum chick bum. Don't forget 
to vote power stones and comments. Thank you everyone for supporting. 

 

 


